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Meters

Voltmeters are devices that measure voltage → use parallel connections

Ammeters are devices that measure current → use series connections

If charges only flow in one direction, then the circuit is considered a Direct 
Current. In this unit we are talking about meters that utilize DCs.



Parallel Connection
- A parallel circuit has more than one resistor (anything 

that uses electricity to do work) and gets its name from 
having multiple (parallel) paths to move along . Charges 
can move through any of several paths.

- More current flows through the smaller resistance. 

(More charges take the easiest path.)

- As the charges move through the resistors they do 

work on the resistor and as a result, they lose 

electrical energy.

- By the time each charge makes it back to the 

battery, it has lost all the electrical energy given to 

it by the battery.

- a charge can only do as much work as was done 

on it by the battery



Series Connection

In a series connection the currents all go 
through the same series of components in 
the circuit. Because of this, all of the 
components carry the same current.

There is only one path in which the current 
may go.



Analog Meters : Galvanometers 
● Analog: Needles that swivel and point at number on the scale

● Digital meters: numerical readouts 

●  Current flows through the Galvanometers and produces a proportional needle deflection 

● Current sensitivity→ It is deflection produced in the galvanometer per unit current flowing through it, the maximum current 
that the instrument can measure.

● The internal resistance of galvanometers are close to zero.
● V=IR

○ R→ Value of the resistance (�)
○ V→ Voltage(measure energy)  (V)
○ G→ Galvanometer
○ I→ Current flow through a Galvanometer (μA)
○ r→ internal resistance of the Galvanometer (�)



Galvanometers as Voltmeters
● By connecting the galvanometers in different ways you can use it as a voltmeter or 

ammeter  
○ Voltmeter→ connecting it in series with large resistance
○ By placing a high value of resistance in series with the galvanometer, we ensure that least 

amount of current flows through the galvanometer. 
○ The value of R (resistance) is measured by the maximum Voltage to be measured
○ The voltmeter would not be useful for voltages less than about half a volt, because the 

meter deflection would be small and difficult to read accurately. 
○ Different series are placed with the Galvanometer
○ The larger Voltage to be measured the larger the R must be.
○ Rtot= R + r= V/I → R= (V/I ) - r



Galvanometers as Ammeters 
● Placed in parallel with small resistance R, Shunt Resistance
● majority of the current flows through the shunt and very little current flows through 

the deflecting device
● Most current pass through it→ Can measure current much greater 
● Better full-scale deflection than those from galvanometers 
● The larger the current to be measured, the small the R
● R= r(IG/I)



The Potentiometer

● V= emf -Ir
● Measure potential (voltages)
● Voltages connected to resistant and pass constant current through it. 
● If galvanometer=0→ emfx= IRx
● Emfx  /Emfs= IRx/IRs= Rx/ Rs



Taking Measurements in a Circuit

● By using a voltmeter or ammeter, you are connecting a resistor thus altering the 
circuit

● With the voltmeter, if its resistance is comparable to that of the device being 
measured, then the two in the parallel have a smaller resistance which affects the 
circuit.

● An ammeter is placed in the branch of the circuit being measured.
● Usually the resistance of the ammeter is negligible.
● However, the current could be reduced if the ammeter is not as low in resistance 

as it should be.



Resistance Measurements

- Ohmmeters measure resistance 
- What they do is apply a voltage to a 

resistance, measure the current, 
and calculate the resistance using 
Ohm’s Law (the number the 
ohmmeter displays is then the 
resistance)

- Not completely accurate since the 
ohmmeters may alter the current 
and resistance that they are 
measuring with

V = IR



Wheatstone Bridge

- The Wheatstone Bridge also 
measures resistance by looking for 
drops in the circuit

- Called a bridge because the 
galvanometer forms a bridge 
between two branches

- (Bridge devices make null 
measurements in circuits)



Conceptual Question
25. Suppose you are using a multimeter (one designed to measure a range of voltages, 
currents, and resistances) to measure current in a circuit and you inadvertently leave it in a 
voltmeter mode. What effect will the meter have on the circuit? What would happen if you 
were measuring voltage but accidentally put the meter in ammeter mode.

By accidentally leaving the multimeter in voltmeter mode, you would not measure current (the 
particles that carry charge in the circuit) but rather the voltage (potential electromotive force) of the 
circuit. The voltmeter would apply a voltage to a resistance. If you put the meter in ammeter mode to 
measure voltage, you would instead measure current.



Problems 
Suppose you have a 40.0-Ω galvanometer with a 25.0-μA sensitivity. (a) What resistance would you put in series with it to 
allow it to be used as a voltmeter that has a full-scale deflection for 0.500 mV? (b) What is unreasonable about this result? 

Since Rtot= R + r= V/I → R= (V/I ) - r

R= (5*10^-4)/(25*10^-6) - 40 

R= - 20 

Step 1) 

Step 2) 



Problem #43
What is the sensitivity of the galvanometer (that is, what current gives a full-scale deflection) inside a voltmeter that 
has a 1.00-MΩ resistance on its 30.0-V scale?

V= 1.00-MΩ 

R= 30.0-V

I=?

V= IR

I=V/R → so  I= 30.0V/ 1.00 MΩ = 30.0 μA



Problem # 46
Find the resistance that must be placed in series with a 25.0-Ω galvanometer having a 50.0-μA sensitivity (the same 
as the one discussed in the text) to allow it to be used as a voltmeter with a 0.100-V full-scale reading.

r= 25.0-Ω                                                                  R= (0.100V/ 5.00 x 10-5 A)- 25.0-Ω

I= 50.0-μA  → 5.00 x 10-5 A                                                              R= 1975Ω  

V= 0.100-V                                                                                       = 1.98 kΩ        

R=?

Since Rtot= R + r= V/I → R= (V/I ) - r



Problems (cont.)

a) Total R=R+r=V/I -> R=(V/I)-r= (300/1x10^-4 A)-10 ⍵=3x10^6 ⍵=3 M⍵

b) R=(.3V/1x10^-4 A)-10⍵=2.99x10^3 ⍵=2.99k⍵



Problems (cont.)

Total I=Ig+I

IR=Igr ->Ig=IR/r=((3 A)(5 x 10^-5 ⍵))/10 ⍵= 1.5 x10^-5 A=15 uA


